Facebook Succulent of the Month, Aloe marlothii by
CACSS member Duane Tendick.
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TUCSON NURSERY TRIP

By Co-chairs Sue Hakala and Nick Diomede

Mark your calendar for Saturday, January 22 for the club “caravan” trip to Tucson. We
will be traveling to the nurseries below in the order listed. We’ve arranged some
discounts for our members, valid just that day, as long as you show your CACSS badge
at the nurseries indicated:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bach’s Cactus Nursery 8602 N. Thornydale Road - 20%
Tohono Chul Gardens 73 N. Paseo Del Norte - 10%
Mesquite Valley Growers Nursery 8005 E. Speedway - no discount
B&B Cactus Farm 11550 E. Speedway - 10%
Plants for the Southwest 50 E. Blackledge - 10%
You will be
receiving a list of
the nurseries,
directions, and
how to RSVP in an
email. For those
wishing to make a
weekend of it, we
will have
suggestions for
places to visit for
more cactus and
succulent viewing.

We will not be
having a group sitdown lunch in a
restaurant on
Saturday due to
covid. Instead, we
B&B Cactus Nursery partial outside area.
suggest you bring
your lunch or plan
to stop for a quick meal on Speedway while heading to Mesquite Valley Growers
Nursery. There isn’t much on the way to B&B. Or, eat after B&B while heading to
Plants for the Southwest.
We plan to spend an hour at each nursery. You can be on your way home by 4. You
don’t have to be a member to participate. This trip takes the place of our January
meeting. See you there, and remember to bring your CACSS badge to get discounts.
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CACSS 2022 SCHEDULE FOR MONTHLY AND BOARD MEETINGS
By President Cricket Peterson
2022 Monthly Meetings
Most meetings will be held at Papago Buttes Church of the Brethren, 2450 N. 64th St.,
Scottsdale, AZ 85257 unless otherwise indicated. All meetings start at 2 p.m. Read
carefully as we are moving around this year.
• January 22 Tucson Nursery Tour Field Trip
• February 27 Silent Auction
• March date TBA Boyce Thompson Arboretum Tour Field Trip
• April 24
• May 22
• June 26
• July 31 Dorrance Hall, DBG
• August 28 Dorrance Hall, DBG
• September 25 Dorrance Hall, DBG
• October 16
• November 6 Annual Mega Silent and Live Auction, DBG
• December 4 Holiday Party at Papago Park
2022 Board Meetings All meetings start at 11 a.m.
• January 9 Papago Park, ramada 16
• March 20 Papago Park, ramada 1
• May 22 Papago Park
• July 31 Farrington, DBG
• September 25 Farrington, DBG
• November 6 Farrington, DBG

Central Arizona Cactus and Succulent Society, a 501(c) (3) non-profit
organization, established in 1973, is an affiliate of the Cactus and Succulent
Society of America. We are grateful to the Desert Botanical Garden for
providing our meeting space and supporting our projects.
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CHIHULY IN THE DESERT—ART, ARCHITECTURE, NATURE
Photos and text by Wendy Barrett
This Chihuly exhibit displays a dozen glass installation sites on the Desert Botanical
Garden trails. This is the third Chihuly exhibit at the DBG and includes a major indoor
gallery in Dorrance Hall. The three yellow towers at the DBG entrance were purchased
after the initial 2008 exhibit.
Dale Chihuly has been creating for over 50 years and is credited with elevating the
glass art form. His artwork is in more than 200 museums around the world and has
been in over 250 exhibitions since 1967. Chihuly studied art, interior design and
architecture and went to Venice as a Fulbright Scholar. His drawings are a mix of
acrylic paints, watercolor, ink, pencil, charcoal, and even fire.
The glass arrived at the DBG on five 53 foot trucks. A team of 11 installed the glass in
16 days with help from a special neon crew and 50 garden volunteers. Twelve fearless
volunteer “dust busters” keep the glass sparkling twice a week. The large sun has over
1,400 pieces and took five days to install.
The installation team has been doing this (one person for 21 years) all over the world
and they recently returned from Singapore. The exhibit runs through Father’s Day, June
19, 2022 and requires a ticket reservation.
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The Neodymium Reeds vary in size from about 4 feet to about 8 feet in height and
can never be recreated due to both the scarcity of the neodymium compound (a
rare-earth mineral mined in China) that makes the purple color, and the closing of
the Finland glass forge that was uniquely configured to make the long reed shape.
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A FIELD GUIDE TO CACTI AND OTHER SUCCULENTS IN ARIZONA
(third edition) by Peter Breslin, Rob Romero, Greg Starr and Vonn Watkins
Photos and Book Review by Tom Gatz

This third edition (2020) of A Field Guide to Cacti and Other Succulents in Arizona is
certainly the best and really the only available comprehensive cactus and succulent
guide for the Arizona naturalist. This updated edition contains 19 new photos and 10
expanded maps. Echinocereus triglochidiatus is included as a new species for Arizona
and Cylindropuntia nomenclature is updated.
Almost everyone knows the common names for
our more widespread native cacti and other
succulents like saguaros, barrels, prickly pears,
and agaves. But now, with this guide, we can
reliably put specific names on them, as well as
identify all of those other interesting smaller
native cacti and other succulents that we
encounter on our explorations of Arizona.
Designed to be detailed enough for armchair
reading, but portable enough for hands-on field
work, this guide draws on the contributions of
more than six author/photographers, all of
whom are experts in Arizona field research.
The authors have traveled and re-traveled
hundreds of back road miles to establish not
only species distributions and expand on
current knowledge in populations, but also to
capture that rare moment of peak flowering.
The latest taxonomic, botanical and
biogeographic information has been
incorporated into this extensive regional
treatment which the authors hope will be useful
and entertaining for years to come.
Covering over 90 species of cacti, 16 species of agave and agave relatives and 24
species of other succulents, this handbook is an up-to-date and detailed guide to the
identification, distribution and appreciation of Arizona’s botanical wonders and its cacti
and other succulents. It is illustrated throughout with color photos and range maps.
Here are just a few fun facts from this book. Yes, the saguaro is the largest cactus in
Arizona, reaching 50 feet tall. But did you know that some cacti in the genus Escobaria
are among Arizona’s smallest cacti, never getting over 1.5 inches tall and wide? Almost
as small, and with a name longer than the plant itself, is one of Arizona’s rarest cacti,
the endangered Navajo plains cactus (Pediocactus peeblesianus ssp. peeblesianus). It
is almost impossible to locate except during the flowering season when a flower peeks
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up between the pebbles. Once flowering is over, the plant withdraws into the soil for the
summer rest period.
The range maps in this book tell us that the only cactus that occurs in every Arizona
county is the Engelmann prickly pear (Opuntia engelmannii). Among the other most
wide-spread cacti in the state are the brown-spined prickly pear (Opuntia phaeacantha)
and the beehive cactus (Escobaria vivipara), found in every county except Yuma, and
the popular Engelmann hedgehog (Echinocereus engelmannii) with its large and showy
flower display.
Best-adapted to survive grass fire award goes to the Arizona rainbow hedgehog
(Echinocereus rigidissimus) in the grasslands of southeastern Arizona where it
flourishes, even when the lower part of the stem is damaged by fire.
Most cold-adapted prize goes to the seemingly poorly named fragile prickly pear
(Opuntia fragilis) that survives farther north than any other cacti, all the way into
Canada. Fragilis actually translates to “brittle” referring to its easily detached pads.
One of my favorites (for its name and for its response to ample rainfall) is the normally
difficult to locate, and aptly named, pancake pincushion (Mammillaria heyderi var.
bullingtoniana) that grows as a low, round disk almost flat to the ground but can swell up
and inflate into a ball after heavy monsoon rains. Watch for it when hiking during late
summer in Cochise County.
This book is available from the Tucson Cactus and Succulent Society for $25.95 https://
tcss.wildapricot.org/TCSS-Field-Guide. It is also available locally (when in stock) at The
Desert Botanical Garden, Boyce Thompson Arboretum and Arizona Cactus Sales in
Chandler.

The aptly named pancake pincushion cactus (Mammillaria heyderi var. bullingtoniana) responds to
summer rains by ‘inflating’ with water and changing shape from a low disk to a more globular form. Left
before rain in habitat, and right after rain in cultivation.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

By Cricket Peterson Photos by Tom Briggs

Happy New Year! I’m looking forward to our trip to Tucson to see the nurseries. It will
be fun. A big thank you to Sue Hakala and Nick Diomede for arranging the tour.
We will be having some new presentations in 2022 to learn more about succulents and
cactus. We will see where some folks have gone to find those hidden gems throughout
the world and share their experiences.
I received a call from Carol
Parrot on behalf of Boyce
Thompson Arboretum thanking
the club for our donation. It will
be nice to take a tour in March
and to see what they have
done with the Wallace Garden
plants. I haven’t been to Boyce
Thompson in about four years,
so I look forward to going and
seeing the changes.
The holiday party at Papago
Park on December 5 was a
great time (see photos), and the weather couldn’t have been better. We had fun playing
the Christmas Bingo game that Nick Diomede cleverly put together. We are planning to
have the holiday party again at Papago Park next year, December 4, 2022. So, mark
your calendar so you don’t miss out.
A gentle reminder: Please don’t forget to pay your membership dues for 2022.
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FRUITY CACTUS: PART 2

Photos and text by Wayne MacDonald

This is part two of an article on cactus fruit. In part one, a well-regarded classification
system was used to identify the particular type of fruit a cactus produces. The system
organizes fruit into fourteen groups encompassing ninety-five individual categories. The
cactus fruit is in the berry group and sub-categorized as an acrosarcum, which is
defined as "seeds embedded in fleshy pulp without a distinct endocarp.” For reference,
the first article can be found in the Central Spine, December 2021, pages 11-12 (1).
Some botanists, however, call into question the notion that the cactus fruit is a berry and
suggest that it is more akin to apples and pears which would classify it as a pome. To
belie bewilderment from bickering botanists, we must look carefully at how the flowers
are formed. This means we need to examine where flowers come from, and that means
we need to examine the areole.
The areole is a fascinating evolutionary
adaptation. It can produce spines, leaves,
glochids, hairs (technically trichomes), branches,
and flowers. Not every areole of every cactus
will create all those structures, so by necessity,
we must discuss commonalities for the sake of
clarity. But what exactly is an areole?
Although the areole is quite unique, it is also
mundane and quite common. As noted in the
Photo 1 Areole and flower bud closeup of
first article, cactus belong to the group of
Thelocactus hexaedrophorus grown by
flowering plants called angiosperms. It's been
Eric Lundberg.
stated that all angiosperms produce a structure
called an axillary bud. In photo 2, you see an
axillary bud which sits at the apex of a trunk main stem and branch. Simply put, the
plant stimulates a specialized set of cells called meristematic cells to grow what will
become the axillary stem and leaf bud. Meristem cells provide new cells for expansion
and differentiation of plant tissues, and can create stems, leaves, roots and other new
growths.

Photo 2: Axillary bud of Sophora secundiflora
(Texas mountain laurel), author’s yard.
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Most axillary buds have stems as a base and then grow leaf bud scales that protect
tender stem tissue. The cactus does the same thing when it creates an areole. The
areole is an axillary bud stem which spreads laterally. From these stem tissues, the
areole can grow leaves, spines, flowers, etc. Flowers start when the areole produces
leaf primordia which will become the initial leaf buds (often called bracts) that eventually
surround the tender flower reproductive structures.
Keep this part in mind; the areole/stem produces the tissues that create the flower. In
fact, just like most other plants, the cactus produces the other flower parts in the order
of sepal, petal, stamen and carpel primordia (see figure 1).

Figure 1: Simplified view of common flower parts.

In Part 1, I stated that the carpels are surrounded by tissues called the ovary. In many
flowers, the ovary sits above the attachment of the petals, sepals and stamens (floral
whorls). Figure 1 shows this arrangement. By being positioned above those structures,
the ovary is "superior" which is quite a common arrangement. However, in some plants
(like apples and cactus), the ovary is below the floral whorls which makes it “inferior.”
We are now getting close to the reason why there is debate about the apple and cactus
fruits. Both the apple and cactus have inferior ovaries. Therefore, as the fruit develops,
similar plant tissues fuse to the ovary. For an apple, after pollination, the sepals, petals
and stamen (collectively they are called the hypanthium), surround the ovary and
become the outer tissue of the fleshy fruit. In short, when we eat an apple, we are
eating the hypanthium. Some botanists would say we are actually eating stem tissue.
The ovary itself is the hard, inner part containing the seeds (see figure 2).
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In a cactus, there is a similar joining of tissues around the ovary. However, the process
by which it is created differs from that of the apple. In a cactus, the cells of the outer
plant parts grow faster than the cells of the ovary. Rather than surrounding it like the
apple, the cactus ovary is essentially moved downward toward its inferior position. Also,
the vascular tissue which supply water and nutrients to the growing cactus fruit, move
downward with the tissues. Post pollination, the swelling of the ovary then increases
and, by forming a circle, the carpels inside merge into a single chamber which creates
the acrosarcum. So, both the apple and cactus have similar tissues, but the process for
the creation of the fruit differs.
So, we now understand the reason for the
debate. It all depends upon whether the
different ways in which the apple and
cactus fruits are created separates them, or
groups them into the same fruit
classification. All that said, it is certainly the
case that if you are fascinated by the
amazing cactus, then I hope I have given
you one more reason to admire their unique
place in the plant kingdom.
1) Mauseth, James D., An Introduction to
Cactus Areoles Part 1, Cactus and
Succulent Journal, 2017, Vol. 89.
2) Gibson, Arthur C. and Nobel, Park S.,
The Cactus Primer, Harvard University
Press, 1986, pages 36-40.
Figure 2: Drawing of hypothetical flower with
hypanthium fused to an inferior ovary (2).

Publication of material in the Central Spine does not imply agreement with the ideas expressed therein by any portion of the
membership of the CACSS, nor does it constitute an endorsement or support for any portion of such material by the CACSS, or the
Central Spine, regardless of any position or office held by the author. All such material represents a comment and/or personal
opinion of the author.
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INCORPORATING ART IN THE GARDEN

Photos and text by Rick Rosenberg

Thirty years ago, we purchased an older home on almost one and a half acres that had
been a horse property. My goal was to create a wildlife habitat. I added many desert
adapted plants, including trees, shrubs, cacti and other succulents over many years.
After running out of room in my house for the sculptures that I create, I started placing
my artwork in the garden. The result being part wildlife habitat, part plant collection and
part sculpture garden.
Nature is filled with organic shapes and
forms that are pleasing to our brain and
visual senses. Artwork in the form of
sculpture can achieve the same result.
Placing three-dimensional art within the
garden adds to our interest and
enjoyment.
I try to use organic forms as elements
that blend in with the rest of my plants
and landscape and do not overwhelm
the composition. I like for my work to
blend in to the scene, so I stay away
from shiny finishes that draw attention.
But, to each his own.
Materials that work well for me include
marble and travertine, concrete, welded
steel, cast iron, and bronze, but certainly
may include many other durable media
that can withstand the harsh elements.
Go ahead and choose from figurative,
representational, conceptual, abstract,
and more.
Garden Embrace uses Carrera marble from the
same quarry that Michelangelo used.

Neuroscientist and Nobel laureate, Eric
Kandel suggests that abstract art has a
most dramatic effect on brain activity. It
draws from high level brain function and
reasoning abilities. “Each of us has different life experiences, we learn different things,
we know different things, and we see different art,” said Kandel. “As a result, we bring
to bear those earlier experiences on any art that we look at, and we particularly bring
those range of associations to bear on abstract art.”
Large or small, placed on a pedestal, hung from a tree, rising up from the ground, use
your imagination, trial and error, whatever looks good to you. Sculpture is three
dimensional and best viewed 360° from all sides. Try to achieve the right balance and
proportion.
CACSS
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A garden is a collection of plants, paths, rocks, water, wildlife, sounds, art, and vistas.
All parts working together to create a masterpiece for the observer to encounter and
interact with, mentally, physically and emotionally. Famed neurologist and author, Oliver
Sacks, wrote about The Healing Power of Gardens. “The effects of nature’s qualities on
health are not only spiritual and emotional but physical and neurological. I have no
doubt that they reflect deep changes in the brain’s physiology, and perhaps even its
structure.” Additionally, he found “gardens essential to the creative process.”
Whether you have an acre like mine or a small patio with potted plants, one can create
an oasis and peaceful sanctuary surrounded by beauty. Pleasing artwork, perhaps a
water fountain, and the joy of our cacti and succulents surrounding us will give ongoing
pleasure, create a feast for the eyes and senses and a mental escape from the chaos of
the day.

Robile II Travertine, welded steel and poured
concrete. I quarried the stone from Mayer, Arizona.

Buddha—Calling the Earth to Witness
(Bhumi Sparsha Mudra). I carved this figure
in alabaster, made a rubber mold, and cast
the wax pattern in bronze. I fabricated the
pedestal in concrete with inlaid river rock.
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HOLIDAY CACTUS CARE AKA SCHLUMBERGERA Photo by Eunice Anne Fowler
If you bought a holiday (Christmas) cactus this year, be sure to read up on how to take
care of it. Visit the club website, centralarizonacactus.org, click on the Newsletter tab,
then find Holiday Cactus by Leo Martin, in the December 2002 newsletter. This
succulent plant comes from Brazil and needs special attention to bloom.
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CENTRALARIZONACACTUS FACEBOOK PAGE

By Michelle Schrade

Happy New Year! I wish you all a happy and healthy 2022. The
CentralArizonaCactusFacebook page has grown to 6,400+ members worldwide. Lovely
photos of cactus and succulents are posted every day, along with educational materials
and comments from our knowledgeable readers. Here are highlights from last month.
CACSS member, Eric Lundberg, posted a video and explanation of why planting rot
prone cactus in deeper pots, instead of shallow, will work better. The deeper pot drains
moisture away from the top portion of the soil faster than the shallow pot. The greatest

Cactus of the Month: Cereus aethiops posted December 11 by CACSS member Chris Ginkel.
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danger for rot is prolonged periods of wetness at the crown of the plant. To learn more,
check out his post from December 10.
Exciting news from the book world. You may order the revised edition of Greg Starr’s
classic, Cool Plants for Hot Gardens directly from the Starr Nursery website!
Jennifer Zynischer posted a stunning album of photos December 26 from her visit to
CACSS member Thomas Gatz’s garden. Such an array of spectacular plants in
exquisite settings, truly a treat for the eyes! An excellent example of passive rainwater
harvesting was demonstrated by Tom C. Briggs photo of his front yard, posted
December 24.
Each month a photo of a cactus and succulent posted by CentralArizonaCactus
members is selected for recognition. Succulent of the Month is on the cover. You can
join the CAC FB page at: https://m.facebook.com/groups/cacss2/

2022 CACSS DUES ARE DUE

By Membership Chair Beth Kirkpatrick

If you have not yet paid your 2022 dues, which are due 01/31/2022, you can pay them
now. See next page.
You can print the membership form in this newsletter and surface mail it, or you can pay
via PayPal or credit card on the website by clicking: https://centralarizonacactus.org/
membership/
If you are unsure if your dues are paid, Beth Kirkpatrick at
centralarizonacactus@gmail.com will be able to check for you.

Material in the Central Spine may be reprinted by nonprofit organizations (unless such
permission is expressly denied in a note accompanying the material) provided proper
credit is given to the Central Arizona Cactus and Succulent Society and the author,
and that one copy of the publication containing the reprinted material is sent to the
editor at cacsscentralspine@gmail.com. Reproduction in whole or part by any other
organization or publication without the permission of the publisher is prohibited.
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CENTRAL ARIZONA CACTUS AND SUCCULENT SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP FORM
For new and renewal membership, complete this form and make check payable to CACSS.
Mail to: CACSS, PO Box 63572, Phoenix, AZ 85082-3572.
Please take special care in ensuring all information is legible.
Name (1): ____________________________________ E-mail: ________________________________
Name (2): ____________________________________ E-mail: ________________________________

! For renewing members, please check if all following information remains same.
Address: ____________________________________________________________________________
City: _______________________________ State: ______________ Zip Code: ____________________
Phone (Home): ________________________________ (Cell): _________________________________

! Do not publish my information to the CACSS membership list. (Note: we do not share information.)
Areas of volunteer interest: ______________________________________________________________
How did you hear about us: _____________________________________________________________
Includes monthly full-color newsletter via e-mail.
Annual Membership Fee: ! Individual $20

! Family $25

Multi-year renewal (x) Years ___________ = Total Fees Submitted ___________
Please share your ideas for speakers or how we can improve your club experience:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
If you would like to speak to someone about your membership please contact Membership Chair Beth Kirkpatrick at
centralarizonacactus@gmail.com or 480-275-4833. We look forward to your continued participation in the club.
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CACSS OFFICERS AND BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2022
Officers: President Cricket Peterson 602-326-2604 cricketCACSS@gmail.com | Vice
President Chris Ginkel 602-908-2664 chrisginkel@gmail.com | Secretary Joanne
Johnson 602-999-4285 | Treasurer Nick Diomede 602-772-8282
nich.diomede@gmail.com
Members-at Large: Pat Adler 623-670-0603 patadler@cox.net | Kim Andrews
936-443-9187 klandrews@msn.com | Don Begley 214-519-1183 dmbegley@msn.com |
Steve Gilbert 602-334-6748 stevecellusa@gmail.com | Emily Glenn 920-217-6681
Gleneg13@gmail.com | Celeste Gornick 602-548-8106 hheaven77@aol.co | Barbara
Macnider 602-448-2954 zeneda@yahoo.com | Joan McDonnell 480-246-7128
jmcdonn1@gmail.com | Mary Miller 480-831-6649 maryvwxyz@cox.net | Lois
Schneberger 480-946-8373 lschneberger40@gmail.com

CACSS PROGRAM AND COMMITTEE CHAIRS 2022
Annual Show/Sale Chair 2022: open
Archivist/Historian: Lois Schneberger
Audit Committee: Mike Gallagher
Central Arizona Cactus Swap and Shop Page: Chris Ginkel
CSSA Representative: Mike Gallagher
Facebook Coordinators: Tom Briggs, Chris Ginkel, Celeste Gornick, Ken Luiten,
Thom Young
Holiday Party 2022: Sue Glenn
Librarian: Diana Rogers
Keeping in Touch with Members: Jo Davis
Membership: Beth Kirkpatrick
Newsletter: Sue Hakala
2022 Auction Chairs: Nick Diomede, Chris Ginkel
Private Plant Sales at meetings: Sue Tyrrel
Programs and Room Setup: Elaine Hu
Propagation Education Group (PEG): Tristan Davis
Pumice Sales: Tom Briggs
Website: Anna Rosa Lampis
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SPECIALISTS TO CONTACT WITH QUESTIONS
Diana Rogers
Librarian for CACSS collection.

Bob Torrest
Specializations include desert
landscaping, unusual (including rare
fruit) trees and shrubs, aloes, agaves,
and columnar cacti.

Tom Briggs
Manages the pumice pile.
Tristan Davis
Specializations include plant
propagation, and heading PEG
(Propagation Education Group), and
manages the Seed Depot.
Doug Dawson
Specializations include growing from
seed, flora of Namibia, Lithops, other
Mesembs, Melocactus, and miniature
cacti and succulents of Arizona.

Sue Tyrrel
Manages selling at meetings.
Send comments, suggestions and
submissions to Editor Sue Hakala at
cacsscentralspine@gmail.com

Chris Ginkel
Co-manages the Facebook page along
with Tom Briggs, Celeste Gornick, Ken
Luiten and Thom Young, and manages
the CACSS Swap and Shop page.
Beth Kirkpatrick
Membership chair
Anna Rosa Lampis manages the
website
Ken Luiten
Manages the Instagram page.
Dean Patrick
Specializations in softwood stemcuttings, plant division and seed
starting, rooting cacti, agave and aloe.
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Cleistocactus hildewintera ssp.
colademononis by Sue Hakala.
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